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Controlling the structure of single-wall carbon nanotubes during their synthesis by chemical vapor
deposition remains a challenging issue. Here, using a specific synthesis protocol and ex situ transmission
electron microscopy, we perform a statistical analysis of the structure of the tubes and of the catalyst
particles from which they grow. We discriminate two nucleation modes, corresponding to different
nanotube-particle junctions, that occur independently of the particle size. With the support of tight binding
calculations, we show that a direct control of the nanotube diameter by the particle can only be achieved
under growth conditions close to thermodynamic equilibrium.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.108.195503 PACS numbers: 61.46.Fg, 68.37.Lp
Since their discovery, single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWNTs) have been produced in increasingly larger quan-
tities using catalytic chemical vapor deposition (CCVD).
The main hurdle in the development of a SWNT-based
technology is to control their structure and more precisely
their diameter and chirality. Although post-synthesis sort-
ing techniques are very efficient and useful [1,2], these
processes are complex and dramatically damage and
shorten the tubes, which can be a serious obstacle for their
use in optoelectronic applications. Therefore, it would be
highly desirable to control the tube’s structure directly
during the growth. A limited control of the chiral selectiv-
ity has been reported by empirically tuning experimental
conditions [3–6], but the reasons for this selectivity are not
well understood. This is not surprising as the number of
variables involved in the synthesis (e.g., temperature, pres-
sure, catalyst and substrate chemical composition, nature
of feedstock) is large. It is a matter of fact that narrowing
the nanotube diameter distribution and restricting diameter
below 1 nm leads to a restricted set of chiralities. This
has been successfully achieved with the CoMoCAT, a
Co-Mo catalytic method that produces SWNTs, process
[3,4]. According to several authors [7,8] a key parameter is
the control of the catalytic nanoparticle (NP) size.
However, the relationship between the nanotube diameter
and that of the particles is not clear [9]. Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) is the most appropriate tech-
nique to analyze this link. Observations can be done either
ex situ after the synthesis [10,11] or in situ using environ-
mental TEM [12–14]. A number of ex situ TEM studies
addressed the NT-NP diameter issue, showing that the NT
diameter is directly related to that of the NP from which it
has grown, but with a variable ratio, found to range from
1:1 [11] to 1:1:6 [15] or more [16]. However, in situ experi-
ments have shown nucleation situations where, most often,
the NT and NP diameters are not correlated [13]. It should
be pointed out, that beside these observations, most of the
statistical measurements trying to relate NP and NT diam-
eters were done separately on each population and do not
provide a reliable insight on the NP-NT link.
In this Letter, we present a systematic TEM study
investigating the correlation between the sizes of the nano-
tubes or nuclei and of the NP from which they grow, as a
function of synthesis time. Ex situ investigation of a large
number of samples obtained by stopping the synthesis at
different stages was preferred to in situ studies. Indeed,
although qualitatively very insightful, environmental TEM
experiments focus on one particular event and are not
necessarily representative of the general nucleation-growth
mechanism. For this ex situ study, we used a procedure
described in [17] to allow the direct observation of both
NTs and their seed NPs at any stage of the growth without
any post-synthesis manipulation. We first show that a
threshold (around 5 nm) exists in the tube lengths, beyond
which tubes can grow very long. We also identify two
typical configurations of the graphenic wall of the tubes
in contact with the particle (tangential and perpendicular)
and show that their relative abundance depends on the
synthesis time. With the support of tight binding
Monte Carlo (TBMC) simulations, we suggest that tangen-
tial growth is favored under slow growth conditions, close
to local thermodynamic equilibrium, while the other
requires a larger kinetic activation. In the former situation,
tube and NP diameters are almost equal, indicating a
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possibility to control the tube diameter via the NPs, a
prerequisite for controlling the chiralities.
SWNTs were grown using a hot filament CVD method.
Catalyst particles were prepared by dewetting a 1.5 nm
evaporated Co layer on thin Si3N4 membranes, in a hydro-
gen rich atmosphere, during the temperature increase prior
to the synthesis. This procedure enabled one to grow NTs
directly on electron transparent membranes and to study
them in their native state, without any post-synthesis
manipulations [17]. The carbon precursor, methane, was
introduced (91%:9%, H2:CH4 mixture, total pressure
60 mbar) and, simultaneously, the furnace and filament
temperatures were raised to 1073 and 2223 K, respectively.
Investigation of the different stages of the NT growth was
achieved by stopping the feedstock gases and the heaters at
different synthesis times from 40 s to 30 mn. Moreover, the
parameters have been tuned to produce SWNTs in low
density (< 20tubes=!m2). This allowed us to follow a
NT along its entire length up to its bound NP. These syn-
thesis conditions are remarkably suitable for the observa-
tion of NPs, nuclei and NTs on their surfaces. TEM
observations have been performed with a Philips CM20
operating at 120 kV to reduce the electron irradiation
transforming the nuclei under the beam. NTs and NP
were observed by transparency through the membrane
which is 5 to 10 times thicker and displays a diffraction
contrast higher than carbon material. Illumination and
focusing conditions were adjusted to get the best contrast
on NTs. Nevertheless, images display a strong background
due to the membrane. Filtering and image processing
techniques have been applied to improve the visibility of
the tubes. Both raw data and processed images are shown in
the figures. For extracting NTs diameter from images, we
used the procedure described in [18] based on an analysis of
the contrast profile along a cross section of the tube.
We first determined the population of catalyst NPs and its
evolution during the synthesis, by analyzing several hun-
dreds of NPs. As a result of the early introduction of carbon
precursor in the reactor, the size distribution almost remains
constant, whatever the synthesis time. Indeed, carbon-
bearing molecules decompose and release carbon at the
surface of the NPs as soon as methane is introduced in the
reactor (See S1 in the supplemental material [19]). This
certainly prevents NPs to coalesce via surface diffusion or
Ostwald ripening. In these experiments the samples have a
mean NP size between 3.5 and 5.5 nm with a standard
deviation between 1.3 and 2, respectively, (S2, [19]).
We now focus on nuclei. In all cases they are found to be
attached by one extremity to a NP. Figures 1(a) and 1(b)
shows the most important result of our observations which
reveals the existence of two main kinds of nuclei that are
either tangential or perpendicular to the NP surface. To
distinguish between them, we have defined a somewhat
arbitrary criterion. The configuration is considered as
perpendicular if the ratio dn=dp is lower than 0.75, where
dn and dp represent the diameters of the nucleus and the
NP, respectively. Otherwise, the configuration is assumed
to be tangential. The 0.75 ratio threshold has been estab-
lished in an empirical manner from our statistical observa-
tions, taking into account the TEM imaging projection
effect which may result from the orientation of the nuclei
with respect to the electron beam. The tangential configu-
ration, illustrated in Fig. 1(b), corresponds to the situation
commonly observed in CVD samples, with the carbon wall
building the tube lying tangentially with respect to the NP
surface. In such a case, the resulting NT, if it grows, will
have a diameter close to that of its seeding particle, as
shown in the example in Fig. 2(a). In the second configu-
ration, shown in Fig. 1(a), the carbon wall is oriented
perpendicular to the surface of the NP. In this case, the
diameter of the growing tube should be smaller and no
longer directly related to that of the NP. This situation is
that of the example in Fig. 2(b). Consequently, it often
happens that, as in Fig. 1(c), several nuclei of smaller
diameters are formed on the same larger diameter NP. The
perpendicular configuration has also been observed in the
early nucleation stage during in situ TEM experiments [13]
FIG. 1. TEM images of different kinds of nuclei observed
and schemes with the dimensions measured (dp and dn).
(a) Perpendicular nucleus type and (b) tangential nucleus type.
(c) Several nuclei on a same particle with its corresponding
scheme. For all cases, raw image is shown together with a
processed image to make the carbon nucleus more visible with
respect to the contrast of the amorphous Si-based membrane.
Scale bars represent 2 nm.
FIG. 2. TEM images of both configurations of nanotubes,
tangential (a) and perpendicular (b). From left to right, a growth
condition scheme on the image of a nanotube attached to its
catalytic nanoparticle, a corresponding Gaussian blurred image.
Arrows indicate their supporting particle. Scale bars represent 2 nm.
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and accounts for situations depicted in the literature where
NT and NP diameters are not in a ratio close to 1 [15,20].
To go further, we have investigated the length of
the nuclei and the size of all kinds of NPs—active and
inactive—, and especially active NPs supporting nuclei
and NTs. Figure 3 depicts the situation after 2 min syn-
thesis time, data related to other synthesis times can be
seen in S3 in [19]. Whatever the total synthesis time,
statistical data show that, whatever its size, a NP can give
rise to a nucleus at any moment of the synthesis, and this
regardless of the nucleation mode—perpendicular or tan-
gential. In addition, this analysis brings out the existence of
a critical nucleus length close to 5 nm. Indeed, as shown in
the inset of Fig. 3, whatever the synthesis time, the number
of nuclei exceeding 5 nm in length, is drastically smaller
than that of shorter nuclei. The nuclei beyond this critical
length are rare, even though they are easier to detect by
TEM owing to their significantly longer length (up to
25 nm) compared to short nuclei (S3, [19]). In other words,
only nuclei of NTs shorter than 5 nm and long SWNTs (>
100 nm) are observed. This is probably due to a variation
in the growth rate, increasing drastically after nanotubes
nucleation [12]. Moreover, Hofmann et al. [13] have
shown that SWNTs start growing faulty before becoming
straight, outlining different growth regimes. This suggests
that, in our ex situ observations of quenched samples, the
slowest regime is preferentially frozen, yielding a larger
fraction of shorter nuclei corresponding to the slowest
growth. Consequently, this 5 nm threshold is assumed to
be related to these two phenomena, representing a length
transition caused by two different growth regimes. This also
means that most of the nuclei observed become inactive just
after they appear. Furthermore, while all NPs can give rise to
a nucleus that remains below the critical length, in Fig. 3
only those with diameters ranging from about 2 to 4 nm give
birth to longer NTs. Other NPs get deactivated. Different
causes can be inferred as discussed in [21,22]. Poisoning by
Si from the substrate should be ruled out since most of the
particles are found to remain pure Co all along the synthesis
(S3, [19]). Also, dissolution in the substrate or Ostwald
ripening processes, invoked in [23], are not relevant here
since the whole size distribution remains almost constant all
along the synthesis (S1-2, [19]). The most probable deacti-
vation cause for NPS smaller than 2 nm is a too high
decomposition rate of carbonaceous molecule with respect
to both diffusion and incorporation rates of carbon. As a
result these NPs get encapsulated into a carbon shell.
In order to determine the impact of the nucleationmode on
the growth, we have examined the configurations of both
nuclei and NTs longer than 100 nm, using the criterion
defined in Fig. 1 as a function of time. We first found a
strong etching effect due to the high fraction of hydrogen in
the reactor atmosphere, which causes the destruction of
the tubes soon after their growth. Indeed, the nanotube
density increases until 2 min synthesis time and then remains
constant, meaning the achievement of a steady state regime
between nucleation-growth and destruction by etching [24].
This etching effect has two consequences. First metal parti-
cles can be continuously reactivated for nucleation, explain-
ing the presence of nuclei all along the synthesis. Second,
nuclei and nanotubes present at a given synthesis time reflect
the nucleation and growth conditions active at that time.
We then focused on the correlation between nuclei and
NTs by distinguishing their type as described in Table I.
All along the synthesis, both perpendicular and tangential
nuclei and tube configurations are observed. However, the
proportion of tangential and perpendicular configurations
is found to evolve with synthesis time. At short times (40 s
and 2 min), perpendicular configurations are dominant, but
become a minority upon increasing synthesis times (10 and
30 min). This behavior suggests an evolution in the syn-
thesis conditions which may result in a competition
between the two nucleation and growth modes.
To get an insight into this competition, we investigate
the growth of tube caps sitting on a Ni cluster using atom-
istic computer simulations based on the tight binding (TB)
model we developed for the Ni-C system. This TB model is
implemented in a Monte Carlo code working in the grand
canonical ensemble (GCMC) [25,26]. Nickel and cobalt
have a fairly similar reactivity towards carbon and the
computer simulation study described below focuses on
TABLE I. Nuclei and nanotubes at different instant of the
synthesis for Si3N4. Statistical study is performed on several
tens of nano-objects. Values are given in % (perp. for perpen-
dicular and tang. for tangential).
Nuclei Nanotube
Synthesis time perp. tang. perp. tang.
40 s 65 35 75 25
2 min 70 30 80 20
10 min 47 53 33 67
30 min 45 55 30 70
FIG. 3. Histograms of all the particles active (hashed) and
inactive (dotted). The gray area highlights the range of particles
size favorable for supporting a NT. In inset length of a nucleus vs
diameter of the particle supporting the nucleus and the length
threshold at 5 nm.
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generic aspects that are probably valid for both catalysts.
The total number of Ni atoms is kept constant and C atoms
are added or removed with an acceptance probability
depending on temperature and on the chemical potential
of C (!C). To mimic the CVD growth of a tube, C atoms
are tentatively added close to the surface of the Ni catalyst
following the Metropolis algorithm [27]. GCMC simula-
tions were performed with starting configurations where
different capped (6,5), (6,6) (10,0) and (9,1) SWNT butts
with about 80 C atoms are deposited on a Ni85 cluster and
subsequently relaxed, as shown for the initial stage of a
perpendicular and tangential configuration in Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b), respectively. Different situations were observed,
depending on the temperature and !C conditions: catalyst
encapsulation, tube growth or tube detachment from the
Ni cluster. We focus here on tube growth conditions that
correspond to temperatures between 900 and 1060 K and
!C between !7:0 and !6:5 eV=atom. The carbon chemi-
cal potential !C is referred to an ideal gas of monoatomic
carbon, explaining its order of magnitude close to the
cohesive energy of carbon structures (e.g., !7:41 eV=
atom for graphene in our model). Two typical sequences
are presented in Fig. 4, one showing the actual growth of
the initial C capped tube [see Fig. 4(b)]. The other showing
a growth limited to the right side of the tube where the
graphenic tube wall can grow tangential to the Ni surface,
as shown in Fig. 4(a). The left side, anchored perpendicular
to the Ni particle surface grows much slower. To ration-
alize this observation, during the GCMC runs, we record
the atomic configurations corresponding to the successful
incorporation of a C atom, i. For each such configuration,
we calculate the angle " between the plane formed by
the first three nickel neighbors of i and the line defined
by i and its first C neighbor. In case i has no C neighbor, the
configuration is skipped. " ¼ 0# corresponds to a tangential
incorporation while " ¼ 90# corresponds to a perpendicular
one. We then make a histogram of " values collected on 19
simulationswhere a growth of the initial carbon cap has been
observed. As shown in two typical examples displayed in
Fig. 4,most of the successful insertions correspond to" close
to 0#. Consequently, a succession of such easier incorpora-
tions of extra C atoms at different tangential locations
induces the extension of the tube and can be viewed as
a preferred growth mechanism at the atomic scale.
Interestingly, we note that this easier growth takes place
without the carbon lip of the tube pushing on a step edge.
As already observed for the nucleation of tube caps in [25]
and for graphene growth in [28], we also note that the
extension of the tube wall proceeds via carbon chains.
Our simulations suggest to assign the tangential mode
to conditions close to equilibrium, and by contrast, the
perpendicular mode to conditions driven by kinetics
effects, as it involves higher energy barriers and therefore
a larger activation energy. It is worth mentioning that the
latter has been shown to be the major nucleation mode in
high temperature techniques, which are strongly non equi-
librium processes and characterized by a high growth rate
of a few micron= sec [10,29]. Furthermore, in CVD tech-
niques, dn=dp ratio smaller than 1, assignable to a perpen-
dicular nucleation mode are found for similar growth rates
whereas tangential situations correspond to growth rates
2 or 3 order of magnitude lower [12,30]. Turning back to
our experiments, it is quite tempting, on the basis of our
GCMC simulations, to attribute the evolution in the nuclea-
tionmode to a change in the synthesis conditions. Because of
the particular synthesis protocol, which favors sudden and
rapid condensation of a carbon material at the surface of the
particle (S1, [19]), early stages are far from equilibrium
conditions and these kinetic conditions favor the perpendicu-
larmode.Once achieved, the steady state regime corresponds
to more gentle conditions closer to thermodynamic equilib-
rium so that tangential mode tends to be dominant.
In summary, we have combined TEM statistical analyses
and Monte Carlo simulations to study the link between NPs
and SWNTs or their nuclei. We have shown the existence of
two nucleation and growth modes.We identified a tangential
mode, where the NT diameter is close to that of the particle,
and a perpendicular one with the tube smaller than the
NP diameter. In our synthesis conditions, both modes are
active independently of the NP size, with the perpendicular
FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Faster tangential growth on the right
side and slower perpendicular growth on the left side of theNP,with
the tube butt folding over. (b)More efficient tangential growth,with
the tube diameter matching the NP size. (c) Histogram of the
C insertion angles (see text) collected on 19 successful growth
events. Ni atoms are displayed in orange, C in black.
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mode dominant at short synthesis time and the tangential one
at longer times. We show the existence of a nucleus length
threshold, probably correlated to different growth rates. Our
TB-GCMC calculations indicate that the tangential incorpo-
ration of carbon atoms into the tube structure is the most
efficient. On this basis, we propose that a control of the tube
chirality should be searched under mild growth conditions,
close to thermodynamic equilibrium, as they are the only
route towards a direct control of the tube diameter by pro-
moting the tangential growth mode.
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